Market Challenge

The cost of jet fuel comprises more than 20% of airline operating costs, making it critical for commercial aviation buyers to track fuel value along the supply chain before negotiating contracts. Refiners and financial institutions also need to monitor jet fuel markets to determine when to hedge costs.

How We Help

OPIS Worldwide Jet Fuel Report delivers daily insight into market trends that enables airlines to purchase fuel at a competitive price. The report also provides news and analysis of the factors moving the jet fuel market, including regulatory updates. Special focus is given to bio-fuel availability and the outlook for CORSIA fuel requirements.

Features

— IOSCO-compliant spot price assessments
— Daily fuel prices at 40 key U.S. airports
— Five-day progressive price average for each bulk U.S. market from New York to Los Angeles, including the Gulf and Midwest
— 30-day average prices for U.S., Europe and Asia
— ULS2/jet fuel differentials
— Price table providing a single view of trends in the U.S., Europe and Asia
— EIA table featuring inventory data from the past four weeks and YoY

For a FREE trial, call 888 301 2645 or 1 301 284 2000, email energysales@opisnet.com